Structure
workspace requirements
At structure locations, AltaLink may be seeking workspace area in addition to
the 60 metre (197 feet) transmission line right-of-way. These areas are called
optional temporary workspace and additional required right-of-way and are
needed for the safe construction of the transmission structures including the
structure assembly, installation and stringing. This booklet includes diagrams
of the workspace area required for each structure type that will make up the
proposed transmission line.
To determine what structure type is proposed to be located on or near
your property:
1. R
 efer to the enclosed maps titled Strip Mosaic.
2. T he Strip Mosaic map will have structure locations indicated with the
symbols to the right, which are colour coded by structure type.
3. F ind the colour of the structure type symbol on the pages included in this
booklet, this will be the workspace proposed for that location.
Optional temporary workspace

The Tangent, Light Angle and Heavy Angle structures may need an optional
temporary workspace – these are workspaces we may need access to
during construction.
Additional required right-of-way

Heavy Deadend and Light Deadend structures need additional required
right-of-way. The right-of-way defines the area of land AltaLink needs to
locate, construct, operate and maintain the transmission line and ensures
there will be no development that is incompatible with the transmission line.
Aside from the individual structure footprint, landowners continue to have
full, free, uninterrupted use of the lands provided it does not interfere with
the safe operation and maintenance of the transmission line.
Landowners will receive compensation for both optional temporary
workspace and the additional required right-of-way. Discussions regarding
the acquisition of these spaces will be negotiated on an individual basis
with landowners.
The diagrams included in this booklet also identify the:
• Crane footprint – the work area required for a crane to lift the structure
into place.
• Foundation area – the approximate area of the structure foundation.
• Right-of-way – the strip of land required for the construction and operation
of the transmission line.
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